
Character Position Description

Director of Party Operations 
IndoChina

The Director is the connection point between IndoChina and London. They oversee a number of lower-ranked 
party members in charge of key manufacturing and mining positions. The brightest student in their class at the 
London Institute of Technology, the greatest of the universities, their future was bright and they stood ready to 
enter the highest echelons of the Party and spread love for Big Brother far and wide.

Director of Party Operations Oceania 
Minor

The connection point between Oceania Minor and London. This means that they oversee military and research 
leaders in the region and may report any issues to London and the Inner Party, and exert heavy influence on 
any and all people in the area.

Director of Party Operations Southern 
America

Their interest in math and physics led them to choose to be an engineer, and their success at implementing 
projects at the Ministry of Plenty led them to rise through the ranks. As the Director of Infrastructure 
Development of the South America region, they can authorize the construction of roads, buildings, pipelines, 
etc. anywhere in South America.

Director of the Records and Fiction 
Department

As the Director of the fearsome Records and Fictions Department, they alone have the power to make changes 
to the official history of Oceania, in the eyes of the proles at least. As a whole, it takes time for the changes to 
be properly disseminated, but once they are, they can be applied by the department to very strong effect.

Director of the Thought Police
As the head of the Thought Police, they control one of Oceania’s most feared regulatory forces, and have their 
full capabilities at their fingertips.

Director of Military Research and 
Development

As the Director of Military Research and Development, they control which projects get funding within the 
military and the eventual outcome of the projects. Born to parents who were prominent within the Inner Party, 
the Director commits their life to serving the interests of Big Brother, making their name one that is highly 
regarded across the branches of Oceanian government.

Commander of Naval Forces

Seeing their immense aptitude for naval battle and management, the former Commander of Naval Forces 
quickly took them under his wing and groomed them to take his place, for he was extremely old and about 
ready to retire. With him as their support, their talent was recognized far and wide throughout the party, and 
while this made them some enemies within the military branches, they were untouchable as the right hand man 
of the person in charge of Oceania’s fiercest military assets, their fearsome Navy. When he retired, they were 
promoted immediately, and have held the position for the past 3 years. 

Director of Surveillance of Anti-
Brotherhood Actions

As they worked at the Ministry of Love, they learned more about the Republic of Gilead and Mediterranea and 
the atrocities they committed. They decided that they wanted to devote their life to protecting Oceania from 
those nations from internally, working to remove those who would burn the house down from within. The 
Director of Surveillance of Anti-Brotherhood Actions has instant access to all prole surveillance videos on the 
Oceania borders and outside of Oceania and are in charge of reporting any suspicious activity in these 
locations.

Director of the Diplomatic Corps

In matters of foreign affairs, they can personally choose who attends meetings as a representative of Oceania. 
This means that they decide the image that Oceania displays to the Republic of Gilead and Mediterranea. Also, 
they decide what the Diplomatic Corps tells the general public about occurrences in diplomatic affairs.

Director of Defense Fleets

Their father was a sailor, as was his father and his father, extending for many generations. When they came of 
age, unsure of what to do with themself, they shrugged and decided to follow in their footsteps. Little did they 
know that they had inherited their father's talents in military strategy and sailing. Once a member of active 
personnel, they rapidly rose through the ranks, destroying the opposition. The ships now under their command 
usually stay behind in London and Indochinese harbors in the event of an emergency, and a fraction of them 
provide support for the Naval Forces. 

Director of Mediterranean Espionage 
and Information

The Department of Mediterranean Intelligence and Espionage has major connections throughout the 
Mediterranean Empire. Oceania has developed a network virus that allows them to track the movement of 
goods throughout Mediterranea. Note that this software is brand new, so they may have issues accessing the 
information. Another major issue is that the software is traceable back to Oceania, so it must be used sparingly.

Director of Gileadean Espionage and 
Information

The Director grew up in the City of London. They attended the Oceania Institute of Technology and majored in 
Business Analytics with a minor in Public Science. The Department of Gilead Intelligence and Espionage has 
major connections throughout North America. They have always resented the uncultured a savage ways of the 
Republic and have also wanted to push for a war between both nations. 

Director of Military Manufacturing

After dropping out of university to start their own company buying cheap goods in IndoChina and selling them 
with a high margin in South America, they worked hard to get enough money to design and sell their own brand 
of phone cases, including military- grade ones. The Director is the first to get their hands on new military 
weapons because they make them.

Director of the News and Telescreens 
Center

Born to proles in Oceania Minor, they have always pressured themself to succeed in spite of their situation. 
The Director controls the design and production of Telescreens as well as the News. They decide what is 
played, where it is played, and when it is played. 

Director of Prole Intervention and 
Management

They are the sole signatory of investigations and detention of problematic proles and lower-ranking outer party 
members, and can personally oversee cases of high-risk thoughtcrimes. They also have the power of 
immediate pardon of detainees provided there is sufficient reason.

Commander of Insurgence and 
Rebellion Response

As the commander in charge of repressing rebellions, they have the power to take control of nearby military 
units in times of crises; however, this must only be used rarely. Their dedication to Big Brother runs deep, and 
they have no time to worry about partners or friendships. 

Director of Agriculture and Harvest
Most of what the population in Oceania eats is determined by what they order the farms to grow. Many believe 
that they are the smartest botanist in the Empire and know exactly what to grow each year. 

Director of the Reporting Centre

They receive and control any reports about traitors that the Oceania Thought Police and spies have. Note that 
their reports are only on events going on inside of Oceania (not in any other nations). They chose the structure 
of the Reporting Centre. This means that they control how the reports move around and who is allowed to look 
at reports.

Director of Non-Military Research and 
Development

The Director of Non-Military R&D has the power to assign funding to various projects that do not involve the 
military. This includes software development as well as hardware and machinery.



Director of Mining and Resource 
Extraction

They are in charge of deploying miners and resource extractors all throughout Oceania. They also head 
several research teams dedicated to finding out which regions are most abundant in resources and are suitable 
for sustained mining operations. They also can request deforesting or tree-planting in Oceania.

Director of Non-Military Manufacturing

They are able to commission new technologies and prototypes from research and development institutions, 
though they must be realistic and take time to create. Resource control is carried out only after their approval in 
general cases.

Director of Infrastructural 
Improvement

The Director has the final say on all infrastructure projects before they are allowed to be passed and start 
construction. So far their tenure has been defined by their work on deep sea ports throughout Oceania and 
their recent exploration into a high speed electromagnetic transportation system.

Director of the Distribution Nexus

The Director of the Distribution Nexus is effectively in charge of what and how much is doled out to whom 
within Oceania. Their primary goal is to maintain the economic balance that keeps the proles ignorant while 
also poor enough so that an uprising shall not occur.

Commander of Naval Support

The Commander of Naval Support has significant authority over the airspace above Oceania’s waters. Their 
spartan nature and tactical genius has earned you the nickname “Achilles,” and their subordinates both respect 
and fear them. Their only interest outside of your job is the study of military strategies, and they fully advocate 
escalating the war with the other nations, as they fully believe in Oceania’s military superiority. 

Director of Air Force Special Forces

The Director has a fleet of 10 flagship aircrafts with pilots under your command, ready for deployment for 
special ops in less than 5 hours from instruction. They also have complete independence in setting up a 
training regimen for all special forces.

Director of Land Development and 
Industrialization

In charge of approving new Land Development Projects, the Director has been at the position for over 50 years 
and is almost at the point of retirement. They have left a legacy that includes the complete redevelopment of 
South America into a major Agricultural Hub. They were also responsible for the development of New 
Singapore.


